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α+β |u|α–2|v|βu, x ∈ ,
–
∑N




i,j=1 Dsbij(x, v)DivDjv =
2β
α+β |u|α|v|β–2v, x ∈ ,
u = 0, v = 0, x ∈ ∂,
where Diu = ∂u∂xi , Dsaij(x,u) =
∂
∂uaij(x,u), Dsbij(x, v) =
∂
∂v bij(x, v), α > 2, β > 2,
α + β < 2 · 2∗, 2∗ = 2NN–2 is the critical Sobolev exponent and ⊂RN (N ≥ 3) is a
bounded smooth domain. By using the perturbation method, we establish the
existence of both positive and negative solutions for this system.
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1 Introduction






i,j=Dsaij(x,u)DiuDju = αα+β |u|α–|v|βu, x ∈ ,
–
∑N




α+β |u|α|v|β–v, x ∈ ,
u = , v = , x ∈ ∂,
(.)
where Diu = ∂u∂xi , Dsaij(x,u) =
∂
∂uaij(x,u), Dsbij(x, v) =
∂
∂vbij(x, v), α > , β > , α + β <  ·
∗, ∗ = NN– is the critical Sobolev exponent and  ⊂ RN (N ≥ ) is a bounded smooth
domain. This system includes the following special class of system with aij(x,u) = ( +
u)δij, bij(x, v) = ( + v)δij, i.e.,⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
–u – u(u) = αα+β |u|α–|v|βu, x ∈ ,
–v – v(v) = βα+β |u|α|v|β–v, x ∈ ,
u = , v = , x ∈ ∂,
which is referred to as the so-called modiﬁed nonlinear Schrödinger system.
©2013 Jiao et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribu-
tion License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Our assumptions on the functions aij and bij are as follows.
(A) The functions aij ∈ C(×R,R), bij ∈ C(×R,R), aij = aji, bij = bji, i, j = , , . . . ,N .
(A) There exist constants a, a, b, b satisfying a ≥ a > , b ≥ b > , (α + β – )a >




)|ξ | ≤ N∑
i,j=







)|ξ | ≤ N∑
i,j=




















for x ∈ , ξ ∈RN , s ∈R.
In recent years, much attention has been devoted to the quasilinear Schrödinger equa-
tion of the following form:
–u + λV (x)u – k(u)u = |u|p–u, x ∈RN . (.)
See, for example, [] where Poppenberg et al. proved the existence of a positive ground
state solution by using a constrainedminimization argument. Using a change of variables,
Liu et al. [] used an Orlicz space to prove the existence of a soliton solution for equation
(.) via the mountain pass theorem. Colin and Jeanjean [] also made use of a change of
variables but worked in the Sobolev spaceH(RN ). They proved the existence of a positive
solution for equation (.) from the classical results given by Berestycki and Lions []. Liu
et al. [] established the existence of both one-sign and nodal ground states of soliton-type
solutions for equation (.) by the Nehari method. By using the Nehari manifold method
and the concentration compactness principle (see []) in the Orlicz space, Guo and Tang
[] considered the following quasilinear Schrödinger system:
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
–u + (λa(x) + )u –  (|u|)u = αα+β |u|α–|v|βu, x ∈RN ,
–u + (λb(x) + )u –  (|u|)u = βα+β |u|α|v|β–v, x ∈RN ,
u(x)→ , v(x)→ , |x| → ∞,
(.)
with a(x) ≥ , b(x) ≥  having a potential well and α > , β > , α + β <  · ∗, and they
proved the existence of a ground state solution for system (.) which localizes near the
potential well int a–() for λ large enough. Guo and Tang [] considered also ground state
solutions of the single quasilinear Schrödinger equation corresponding to system (.) by
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the samemethods and obtained similar results. In particular, by the perturbationmethod,
Liu et al. [] considered the existence andmultiplicity of solutions for the following quasi-





i,j=Dsaij(x,u)DiuDju + f (x,u) = , x ∈ ,
u = , x ∈ ∂
(.)
under suitable assumptions.
It is worth pointing out that the existence of one-bump or multi-bump bound state so-
lutions for the related semilinear Schrödinger equation (.) for k =  has been extensively
studied. One can see Bartsch andWang [], Ambrosetti et al. [], Ambrosetti et al. [],
Byeon andWang [], Cingolani and Lazzo [], Cingolani and Nolasco [], Del Pino and
Felmer [, ], Floer and Weinstein [], Oh [, ] and the references therein.
Motivated by the single equation (.), the purpose of this paper is to study the exis-
tence of both positive and negative solutions for the coupled quasilinear system (.). We
mainly follow the idea of Liu et al. [] to perturb the functional and obtain our main re-
sults. We point out that the procedure to system (.) is not trivial at all. Since the ap-





i,j=Dj(bij(x, v)Div) – 
∑N
i,j=Dsbij(x, v)DivDjv, we need more delicate estimates.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we introduce a perturbation of the func-
tional and give ourmain results (Theorem. andTheorem.). In Section , we verify the
Palais-Smale condition for the perturbed functional. Section  is devoted to some asymp-
totic behavior of the sequences {(un, vn)} ⊂W , ()×W , () and {μn} ⊂ (, ] satisfying
some conditions. Finally, our main results will be proved in Section .
Throughout this paper, we will use the same C to denote various generic positive con-
stants, and we will use o() to denote quantities that tend to .
2 Perturbation of the functional andmain results
In order to obtain the desired existence of solutions for system (.), in this section, we
introduce a perturbation of the functional and give our main results.


































|u|α|v|β–vψ =  (.)
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We may deﬁne the derivative of I at (u, v) in the direction of (ϕ,ψ) ∈ C∞ ()×C∞ ()
as follows:
〈










































v|∇v| < ∞ and 〈I ′(u, v), (ϕ,ψ)〉 =  for all (ϕ,ψ) ∈ C∞ () × C∞ (). That is, (u, v)
is a weak solution for system (.).
When we consider system (.) by using the classical critical point theory, we encounter
the diﬃculties due to the lack of an appropriate working space. In general, it seems that
there is no suitable space in which the variational functional I possesses both smoothness
and compactness properties. For smoothness, one would need to work in a space smaller
than W , () to control the term involving the quasilinear term in system (.), but it
seems impossible to obtain bounds for (PS)c sequence in this setting. Several ideas and
approaches, such as minimizations [, ], the Nehari method [] and change of variables




























whereμ ∈ (, ] is a parameter. Then it is easy to see that Iμ is aC-functional onW , ()×
W , ().We can deﬁne also the derivative of Iμ at (u, v) in the direction of (ϕ,ψ) as follows:
〈
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for all (ϕ,ψ) ∈ C∞ () × C∞ (). The idea of this paper is to obtain the existence of the
critical points of Iμ for μ >  small and establish suitable estimates for the critical points
as μ →  so that we may pass to the limit to get the solutions for the original system (.).
Our main results are as follows.
Theorem . Assume that (A)-(A) hold, α > , β >  and α + β <  · ∗. Let μn → 
and let {(un, vn)} ⊂ W , () × W , () be a sequence of critical points of Iμn satisfying
I ′μn (un, vn) =  and Iμn (un, vn)≤ C for some C independent of n. Then, up to a subsequence,
un → u, vn → v in W , (),




(|∇un| + |∇vn|)→ ,
I ′μn (un, vn)→ I ′(u, v)
as n→ ∞, and (u, v) is a critical point of I.
Theorem. Assume that (A)-(A) hold,α > ,β >  andα+β <  ·∗.Then Iμ has a pos-
itive critical point (uμ, vμ) and a negative critical point (˜uμ, v˜μ), and (uμ, vμ) (resp.,(˜uμ, v˜μ))
converges to a positive (resp., negative) solution for system (.) as μ → .
Notation We denote by ‖ · ‖ the norm ofW , () and by | · |s the norm of Ls() (≤ s <
+∞).
3 Compactness of the perturbed functional
In this section, we verify the Palais-Smale condition ((PS)c condition in short) for the per-
turbed functional Iμ(u, v). We have the following proposition.
Proposition . For μ >  ﬁxed, the functional Iμ(u, v) satisﬁes (PS)c condition for all
c ∈R. That is, any sequence {(un, vn)} ⊂W , ()×W , () satisfying, for c ∈R,
Iμ(un, vn)→ c, (.)
I ′μ(un, vn)→  strongly in
(
W , ()×W , ()
)∗ (.)
has a strongly convergent subsequence in W , ()×W , (), where (W , ()×W , ())∗
is the dual space of W , ()×W , ().
To give the proof of Proposition ., we need the following lemma ﬁrstly.




∥∥(un, vn)∥∥ ≤ (  – α + β
)–
μ–c.
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Proof It follows from (.) and (.) that
c + o() – 
α + β o()
∥∥(un, vn)∥∥


















































































∥∥(un, vn)∥∥ ≤ (  – α + β
)–
μ–c.
This completes the proof of Lemma .. 
Now we give the proof of Proposition ..
Proof of Proposition . FromLemma . , we know that {(un, vn)} is bounded inW , ()×
W , (). So there exists a subsequence of {(un, vn)}, still denoted by {(un, vn)}, such that
(un, vn)⇀ (u, v) weakly inW , ()×W , () as n→ ∞,
un → u, vn → v strongly in Ls() as n→ ∞ for any  < s <  · ∗.
Now we prove that (un, vn)→ (u, v) inW , ()×W , (). In (.), choosing (ϕ,ψ) = (un –
um, vn – vm), we have
o()
∥∥(un – um, vn – vm)∥∥
=
〈

























































(|un|α|vn|β–vn – |um|α|vm|β–vm)(vn – vm). (.)













































x, tun + ( – t)um
)
(un – um)DiumDj(un – um)
≥ –C|un – um|‖um‖
(‖un‖ + ‖um‖)






























x, τvn + ( – τ )vm
)
(vn – vm)DivmDj(vn – vm)
≥ –C|vn – vm|‖vm‖
(‖vn‖ + ‖vm‖)
→  asm,n→ ∞ for some τ ∈ (, ),


























≤ C(‖un‖ + ‖um‖)|un – um|
























∣∣Dsbij(x, vn)DivnDjvn(vn – vm)∣∣
≤ C(‖vn‖ + ‖vm‖)|vn – vm|










(|un|α–|vn|β + |um|α–|vm|β)|un – um|
≤ α
α + β
(|un|α–α+β |vn|βα+β + |um|α–α+β |vm|βα+β)|un – um|α+β










(|un|α|vn|β– + |um|α|vm|β–)|vn – vm|
≤ β
α + β
(|un|αα+β |vn|β–α+β + |um|αα+β |vm|β–α+β)|vn – vm|α+β
→  asm,n→ ∞.





(|∇un –∇um| + |∇vn –∇vm|)≤ o()∥∥(un – um, vn – vm)∥∥ + o(),
which implies that ‖(un – um, vn – vm)‖ → , i.e., (un,um) → (u, v) in W , ()×W , ().
This completes the proof of Proposition .. 
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4 Some asymptotic behavior
Proposition . enables us to apply minimax argument to the functional Iμ(u, v). In this
section, we also study the behavior of the sequences {(un, vn)} ⊂ W , () × W , () and
{μn} ⊂ (, ] satisfying
μn → , (.)
Iμn (un, vn)→ c, (.)∥∥I ′μn (un, vn)∥∥∗ → . (.)
The following proposition is the key of this section.
Proposition . Assume that the sequences {(un, vn)} ⊂ W , () × W , () and {μn} ⊂
(, ] satisfy (.)-(.). Then, after extracting a sequence, still denoted by n, we have
(un, vn)⇀ (u, v) in W , ()×W , (),
(un∇un, vn∇vn)⇀ (u∇u, v∇v) in L()× L()
and (
un(x), vn(x)
)→ (u(x), v(x)) a.e. x ∈ 
as n→ ∞.
Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma ., by (.)-(.), we have
































(|∇un| + |∇vn|) + ∫






for some C independent of n. Then, up to a subsequence, we have
(un, vn)⇀ (u, v) inW , ()×W , (),
(un∇un, vn∇vn)⇀ (u∇u, v∇v) in L()× L()
and (
un(x), vn(x)
)→ (u(x), v(x)) a.e. x ∈ 
as n→ ∞. This completes the proof of Proposition .. 
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5 Proof of main results
In this section, we give the proof of our main results. Firstly, we prove Theorem ..










































|un|α|vn|β–vnψ =  (.)





















bij(x, vn)DivnDjvn ≤ C.
By Moser’s iteration, we have
|un|L∞ ≤ C, |vn|L∞ ≤ C. (.)
Hence
|u|L∞ ≤ C, |v|L∞ ≤ C (.)
for some C independent of n. To show that (u, v) is a critical point of I, we use some
arguments in [, ] (see more references therein). In (.), we choose ϕ = ξ exp(–Mun),
ψ = η exp(–Mvn), where ξ ∈ C∞ (), ξ ≥ , η ∈ C∞ (), η ≥  and M >  is a constant.



























Djη exp(–Mvn) –MηDjvn exp(–Mvn)
)









































































Note that Maij(x,un) – Dsaij(x,un), Mbij(x, vn) –

Dsbij(x, vn) are positive for M
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Let (χ ,ω)≥ (, ), (χ ,ω) ∈ C∞ ()×C∞ ().Wemay choose ξ = χ exp(Mu), η = ω exp(Mv)
































|u|α|v|β–vω ≥  (.)
for all (χ ,ω)≥ (, ), (χ ,ω) ∈ C∞ ()×C∞ ().
































|u|α|v|β–vω =  (.)
for all (χ ,ω) ∈ C∞ () × C∞ (). That is, (u, v) is a critical point of I and a solution for






















Dsbij(x, v)vDivDjv – 
∫

|u|α|v|β = . (.)



























Dsbij(x, vn)vnDivnDjvn – 
∫

|un|α|vn|β = . (.)



































In particular, we have
un → u, vn → v inW , (),
un∇un → u∇u, vn∇vn → v∇v in L()
and
I ′μn (un, vn)→ I ′(u, v)
as n→ ∞. This completes the proof of Theorem .. 

















for ρ > .

























Here and in what follows, we denote u+ =max{u, }. The functional Iμ satisﬁes (PS)c con-
dition. Similarly, we may verify that I+μ satisﬁes (PS)c condition. By the ε-Young inequality,
for any ε > , there exists Cε >  such that
(
u+
)α(v+)β ≤ ε(u+)α+β +Cε(v+)α+β











































































α + β ερ
α+β
 – Cε




α + β ρ


































for (u, v) ∈ ∂ρ and for ρ >  small enough. Choose (ϕ,ψ) ≥ (, ), (χ ,ω) ∈ C∞ () ×
C∞ () and T > . Deﬁne a path (g,h) : [, ] → W , () × W , () by (g(t),h(t)) =
































































is a critical value of I+μ.
Let (uμ, vμ) be a critical point corresponding to cμ. We have (uμ, vμ) ≥ (, ). Thus
(uμ, vμ) is a positive critical point of Iμ by the strong maximum principle. In summary,
we have the following.
Proposition . There exist positive constants ρ and m independent of μ such that Iμ has





ρ ≤ Iμ(uμ, vμ)≤m.
Finally, we give the proof of Theorem ..
Proof of Theorem . For a positive solution of system (.), the proof follows from Propo-
sition . and Theorem .. A similar argument gives a negative solution of system (.).
This completes the proof of Theorem .. 
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